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  GlobeSpot 

 

GlobeSpot Trailer Tracker 

De GlobeSpot TrailerTracker is a small, easy to install unit. 
 
Because the power is coming from the EBS / ABS, the unit measures when 
the trailer is being (dis) connected and  it will send the exact location of 
the trailer to the GlobeSpot server with each (dis) connection.  
 
Then you can see the location of your trailer online through the 
GlobeSpot website on any moment, and that in 38 countries (roaming 
costs are included in the monthly price).  

 
Because GlobeSpot is PremiumPartner of Google, you can see the 
location of your trailers both on Google Maps, as on satellite images or 
Streetview. 
 
Trailers can be grouped whereby each trailer van be included in several 
groups. Also can be added additional information per trailer like fleet 
number, brand, chassis number, tire size and so on. 
The mileage of the trailer is tracked automatically. On the base of this 
mileage you can get mentioned when the trailer is due for testing or 
maintenance. 
In short: a total solution for localization and managing your trailers. 
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GlobeSpot TrailerTracker 
 

Price  
GlobeSpot unit € 249,00 excl. BTW 

Monthly subscription €      2,50 excl. BTW 
Contractperiod Not applicable, free of contract 
 
Installation 

 

Way 2 wires, connected to EBS / ABS 
Back up battery Until 1 month after disconnecting 
 Charging time to 100%: about 5 hours 
Content package GlobeSpot unit 
 Installation guide 
Functionalities Very easy website with live update 
 Colorcode for (dis) connected trailers 
 Optimized for iPad and other tablets 
 Position per (dis) connected trailer 
 Position also manual available on the 

website 
 Division in (several) groups possible 
 Multiple login-accounts possible 
 Infopage per trailer with specific 

information 
 Adresslist per trailergroup availiable on 
 Google Maps  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

In 38 countries. 
Countries where GlobeSpot is active without extra costs: 
Belgium, Bulgary, Cyprus, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Finland, Greece, 
Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Croatie, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, 
Macedonia, Malta, Morocco, The Netherlands, Norway, Ukraine, Austria, 
Polans, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Sovakia, Slovenia, Spain 


